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Based on IDG Research survey results commissioned by Bluelock
May 2017 survey titled “Quick Poll Research: Disaster Recovery - An essential component of data protection

“Cybercriminals are making a living off targeting industries which are reliant upon 
information that needs to be readily available and strictly confidential. Preventative 

measures are key to securing your organization’s IT systems, but not the whole 
picture as they cannot be foolproof to all threats at all times. Organizations must 

address restorative and results-oriented security solutions as well.” 
– Derek Brost, Director of Engineering at Bluelock



Survey Overview
Security incidents are a wide-spread issue, and companies are rightful to be wary of them. But what threats 
are organizations most concerned about, and what are they doing to mitigate these concerns? 

Bluelock, a leading DRaaS provider protecting vast amounts of sensitive data, commissioned a survey from 
IDG Research (parent company of CIO Online, CSO Online, NetworkWorld, etc.) to assess the current state 
of IT security practices.

Key Findings

Question Result

Biggest concern resulting from a security breach 64% of respondents cited 
“loss of customer confidence”

Top concern in a security incident 44% of executive leadership claimed “inability 
to recover data and systems in less than a day”

Other major concerns in a security incident 49% of respondents were concerned with 
“loss of sensitive data” during a security breach 

Thoughts on IT disaster recovery
64% of respondents believe that disaster recovery 
should be incorporated into an IT security strategy 



Survey Results
Top Threats and Risk Mitigation Priorities 
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Top Concern: Loss of Customer Confidence
What are your organization’s biggest concerns in the event of a security beach?

Loss of customer confidence

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Loss of sensitive data

Inability to recover data and systems in < a day

Loss of revenue

Breach of customer contract or regulatory fines

Time/cost to resolve (impact on internal IT team)

★ 70%
50%

64%

54%
39%

49%

44%

42%
41%

33%

35%
35%

28%

31%
32%

44%

25%
16%

     VP+

     Director/Manager

     Combined

Both executive and IT manager respondents recognize the connection between “customer confidence” and 
organizational excellence. When customers or clients don’t feel comfortable sharing their sensitive information 

with an organization, it has a rippling impact on business livelihood. 
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Executives fear prolonged downtime -  
IT managers fear loss of sensitive data

What are your organization’s biggest concerns in the event of a security breach? 

While all respondents agreed that loss of customer confidence is the most detrimental impact 
of a security breach, the secondary fear demonstrated a difference in priorities. Executives fear 

prolonged downtime, while IT managers fear loss of data. Both cause great pain to an 
organization, but they are also prevented by largely different IT investments.

Percentage of IT managers who 
care most about loss of sensitive data

54%

(their top concern after reputational impact)

Percentage of executives who care most 
about time-to-recovery after a security incident

44%

(their top concern after reputational impact)

Recommended IT Investment: IT cybersecurity 
for proactive/preventative measures

Recommended IT Investment: IT disaster
recovery for reactive/restorative measures
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Preventative measures are currently 
prioritized over restorative measures 

Thinking about your organization’s approach to data protection and minimizing risk, 
to what extent is it focused on proactive/preventative measures versus reactive/restorative measures?

A holistic security strategy relies on 
organizations preventing security 
breaches and responding to them 
effectively. However, most IT teams are 
focused more on prevention. This 
creates risk because no organization 
can fully protect itself from all threats 
and ineffective IT-DR processes can 
result in prolonged downtime.

Data Protection Approach

59%41%

     Proactive/Preventative Measures

     Reactive/Restorative Measures
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Perceived threats demand 
restorative measures for risk mitigation

Ransomware, the biggest perceived security threat, is a prime example of a threat vector that can be 
alleviated with restorative measures in place. If the attacker encrypts production data, IT departments can 
avoid paying ransomware fines or losing data by accessing clean copies from their DR and backup site. 

What do you perceive to be your organization’s biggest security threats today?

Ransomware  
(files encrypted & attacker demands payment to unencrypt them)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Human Error/Missed Protocol

Intrusion/Virus

★ 51%

Advanced persistent threats (APTs)

Stolen data or IP

51%★
44%

42%

40%

38%

35%

31%

27%

2%

Theft of proprietary company information  
(e.g., product roadmaps, trade secrets)

Malware, worms & viruses

DDoS

Theft of consumer data

Other
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Unfortunately, most companies 
are not prioritizing reactive measures

Proactive measures reigned as the top three priorities. IT disaster recovery, continuous data protection 
and backups were not named as a top-five priority by a majority of the respondents.

What are your organization’s top data protection priorities over the next 12 months?

Reinforcing identity & access management (IAM) controls

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Performing regular cybersecurity maintenance
(e.g., penetration testing, vulnerability testing)

Continuous data protection
(i.e. real-time data backup that captures a copy of every change)

★ 65%

Improving IT disaster recovery

Investing in preventative tools
(i.e., DLP, DDoS, protection, intrusion detection)

42%

40%

Improving security monitoring

Performing threat analysis or business impact analysis

Improving backup processes
(frequency, comprehensiveness)

70%

62%

42%

44%

49%

60%

36%

40%
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However, most believe IT-DR should 
be incorporated into an IT security strategy

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements. 

“The reality is if your information system is taken down for whatever reason: a flood, malware, 
hack attack, etc., you still have a business continuity and disaster recovery issue on your hands.” 

           - Ken Beaver, TechTarget

It is important to include disaster 
recovery as part of overall IT 

security strategy. 

We currently include disaster 
recovery under the umbrella of 

our IT security strategy.

Security incidents generally fall 
into the category of “disasters.”

02 04 06 08 0 100
     Strongly Agree      Agree      Neither Agree Nor Disagree      Disagree      Strongly Disagree

64% 33%

25% 56% 11% 7%

4%

11% 35% 25% 27% 2%



Conclusion
How to leverage DRaaS for restorative efficacy 



DRaaS enables a holistic approach to security

DRaaS is a solution for this convergence
• Data replication and backup to a secure off-site location
• Testing and documentation to make sure protection practices stay in sync 
• Ongoing monitoring and encryption
• Team of experts for methodology, maintenance and recovery execution  

(ideal for overburdened IT teams)  

Security professionals have historically viewed disaster recovery (DR) as an IT responsibility, but evolving 
circumstances in the security threat landscape are bringing DR and security plans closer and closer 
together. Now, companies need a collaborative approach and process for DR and security. This means 
that security specialists and IT personnel must co-own resiliency tasks to achieve full mitigation – 
something that both groups can facilitate with Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service (DRaaS).

Old DR
New DR 

& 
Security

Old 
Security



Read our Practical Guide to Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service to 
learn more about how DRaaS can empower your security stance. 

www.bluelock.com   |   888.402.2583   |   Indianapolis · Las Vegas

https://www.bluelock.com/practical-guide-to-draas/

